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Seismic channel waves in the accretionary prism of
the Middle America Trench
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Abstract. A visual examination of seismograms of Fukao et al., 1983) and in the interplate fault zones of
earthquakes located near the Middle America 'french California (e.g. Li et al., 1990; Hough et al., 1994; Li
and recorded on VBB seismographs along the Pacific et al., 1997).
coast of Mexico, when bandpass filtered between 6 and Basins, generally, have very irregular 3D structure.
30 s, shows the presence of two types of waves. The first For this reason, the characteristics of the surface waves
ls a short pulse and the second is a dispersed wavetrain. propagating in basins change rapidly from one point
The firsttype ofwave is quickly attenuated, while the to next ( Frankel, 1994). ln the case of a fault zone,
second type propagates without significant attenuation. the low-velocity wave guide has roughly a 2D structure.
We applied a frequency-time analysis to identify the na- Consequently, the signaIs have Borne regular character-
ture of these waves. A comparison of period-group ve- istics. This permits development of analytical solutions
locity diagrams for signaIs recorded on different stations (Ben-Zion and Aki,. 1990) and simple numerical al-
shows that the first arrivaI is a Rayleigh wave propa- gorithms for modeling of these waves (e.g., Cormier
gating in the continental plate, while the second one and 8pudich, 1984; Hori et al., 1985; Li and Leary,
propagates along the trench in the thickened sediment 1990; Huang et al., 1995; Li and Vidale, 1996; Igel et al.,
wedge of the accretionary prism. We have also mea- 1997). Comparison of the results of forward modeling
sured group velocities of Rayleigh wave propagating in with the observations can be used to infer the fault-zone
the Cocos plate far from the coast. At periods between structure. Ben-Zion ( 1997) has studied this subject
15 and 20 s, the group velocities of the wave propagating in detail.
along the trench are lower than the velocity of Rayleigh Basin waves are excited by the interaction of an inci-
waves propagating in adjacent continental and oceanic dent seismic wave field with a sedimentary basin. The
plates. We conclude that the dispersed wavetrain ob- .source may be near or, as in the case of the Valley
served near the coast is a wave trapped in a channel of Mexico, several hundred km away from the basin.
formed by low-velocity sediments of the accretionary 80 far, the fault-zone trapped waves have been ob-
prism. served only when the source is located in or near the

zone. Recent theoretical investigations of Ben-Zion (
Introduction 1997), however, show that these waves can be excited

.. .. by sources located far from the fault zone.Low-veloclty zones m the Earth gIve nse to trapped l h. rt ~ t d .
. . .. n t lS paper we repo on SUfiace waves rappe m

selsmlC waves. The waves trapped m low-veloclty sed- h t . . f th M.ddl A . 'T1..
h. .. . t e accre lonary pnsm 0 e 1 e menca .LlenC

Imentary basms provlde one example. These basm (MAT) Th b bl t b th th b . . .. . ese waves ear resem ance 0 0 e asm
waves are responslble for amplIficatIon of ground mo- . .t . d d d . th ak v th . waves and the fault-zone trapped waves. Llke the baslllIon an amage unng ear qu es. ror lS reason . .
h t t . f f d . t b . ' waves, these are waves trapped m the superficlal low-

t e rompu a Ion 0 response 0 se Imen ary a.sms ex- .. . ..t d b thk . t . fi Id f h veloclty sedlments. However, unlIke the ca.se of a tYPlCal

CI e y ear qua es lS a very ac Ive e 0 researc. .. .( .
B d d B h 1980 . 8 ' h 8 t l basm, the accretlonary pnsm has a 2D structure whlch

e.g, ar an our on" anc ez- esma e a., ~ 1 1 . h 1 Th ~ -L"1988. V.d 1 d H 1 b 1988 . K d Ak . lorms a ow-ve OClty canne. erelore, SUrlace waves
,la e an e m erger, , awa.se an 1, . h. h 1~ 1 d. . h1989) 'T1.. d h 1 b t d . th can propagate m t lS canne lor ong lstances Wlt -
. .Lra e waves ave a so een re or e me. . . .1 1 . pp ~

d b bd t d p. t ( out slgmficant change m thelr dIspersIon charactenstlcs.
ow-ve OClty zone larme y su uc e oceamc crus l th . th . .1 t th ~ Itn lS sense, ese waves are Slml ar 0 e lau -zone

, trapped waves.1 Now at Instituto de Geofisica, Universidad National
Autonoma de México, México D.F., México Data

Copyright 1998 by the American Geophysical Union. ln recent years, a network of very broadband seis-

Paper number 97GLO3492. mogr~p~s tas b~come operati~nal. in Mexico. A bri~f
0O94-8534/98/97GL-O3492$O5.00 deSCrIption of thlS network, whlch 1S operated by Instl-
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E . paths during events 6 and 7. Moreover, such a wave was not

recorded at CUIG during event 1. On the other hand,
20 UIG the slow wave is present on coastal records of aIl events

with epicenter lying near the coast or offshore. There-
fore, the slow wave propagating along the coast is a

LIG stable phenomenon. The saille is not true for the con-

15 tinental slow wave. We also note that the first pulse is
a) 350 quickly attenuated along the trench and the dispersed
Event 1, paths RIon the trench Event 2, aths RIon the trench wavetrain dominates at far stations.

90
g70 Frequency-time analysis
Q)
(.)~ 50 ln order to identify the nature of the two arrivaIs
ïS seen on the coastal stations we performed a frequency-

30 time analysis, using a logarithmic stacking technique
c) 0 20\ime (:;f° 600 d)O 20~ime (s)OO 600 (Campillo et al., 1996; Shapiro et al., 1997). This

. method permits selection of arrivaIs with stable dis-
Flgur~ 1. (8;) Map of studied region with locations persion characteristics. ln Fig. 2b we show a stàcked
of statIons (tnangles) and events 1 and 2 (dots). (b)-. . .(d) Z-component seismograms recorded during events 1 penod-group veloclty, (T-U), dl~gr~m of Z component
and 2 and plotted at the saille amplitude scale. Gray of events 1, 6, a~d 7 at PLIG. ThIs dlagram corresponds
lines and shaded areas indicate times corresponding to to a purely contmental path and serves as the reference.
velocities of continental and trapped Rayleigh waves. The diagram for the Saille events at the coastal station

ZIIG is shawn in Fig. 2c. At periods legs than 20 s we
see two branches at ZIIG. The first one, with a constant

tuto de Geoflsica, UNAM, is given in Singh et al. ( velocity of about 3 km/s, is similar to the diagram for
1997). Six stations of this network are located along the continental path (Fig. 2b), suggesting that it cor-
the Pacific coast of Mexico (Fig. la), covering a dis- responds to a Rayleigh wave propagating in the con- .

tance of about 1000 km. For this study, we selected Il tinental plate. The second branch corresponds to the
earthquakes (Table 1). Seven ofthese are located along dispersed wàvetrain (Figs 1c and Id). Similar branch is
the subduction zone, three occurred along the diffuse absent from the diagram at PLIG. This confirms that
transform fault boundary between the Rivera and Co- a slow wave propagating along continental paths is not
cos plates (but close to the trench), and one was located a stable phenomena.
on the east Pacific fige. We use the seismograms of these We considered the events with epicenters close to the
events at the six coastal stations and two inland stations trench separately. These events are 4 and 5 recorded
to study the characteristics of wave propagation along at CJIG ~nd events 8, 9, and ~O recorded at CAIG and
of the Middle America Trench. PNIG (Flg. 2a). On these selsmograms the dispersed

wavetrain dominates. The characteristics of stacked (T-
U) diagram, shawn in Fig. 2d, is similar to the second

Two types of waves near the coast branch in Fig. 2c for periods legs than 20s. Finally, we

We begin with a visual inspection of the seismograms estimated the dispersion of Rayleigh wave propagating
recorded during events 1 and 2 (Fig. la, Table 1). ln in the oceanic Cocos plate, far from the coast, through
Figs. 1b to Id, we present vertical (Z) component seis- the stacking of (T-U) diagrams of vertical and radial
mograms that have been bandpassed between 6 and 30 component of event Il (out of range of Fig. 2a) at

sec. Particle motion of vertical and radial component
indicates that signaIs are composed of Rayleigh waves. Tabl 1 E t d . h.

d ( )Fr F . 1 h h . al . d f e . yen suse m t lS stu y. * The horizon-
om 19. we note t at t e slgn lS compose 0 two tal and vertl' cal . th 1 t .

b.' errors m e oca Ion may e more
arrIvaIs. The first lS a short pulse and the second is a than 10km.

slow dispersed wavetrain. We also see two differences N T\_J.- m:- - T _J." T -- -" TT" ..b . al . al h (F' Date Time Lat Long H M
etween slgn S propagatmg ong t e coast 19B. 1c 1 95.10.06 05:13:28 18.77 -10451 10 58

and Id) and along the continental path (Fig. 1b). (1) 2 97.01.21 21:58:58 16.43 -98.22 5 5.4
The amplitude of the slow dispersed wave recorded at 3 96.03.27 12:34:48 16.37 -98.30 17 5:4
PLIG is about 3 times legs than the amplitude of the 4 96.02.25 03:08:09 15.63 -98.26 18 7.1
first pulse. For the saille event, the amplitudes of the 5 96.02.26 01:37:27 15.69 -98.20 19 5.0
first pulse and the slow wave at CAIG are similar. PLIG 6 95.10.10 00:06:16 18.58 -104.60 34 4.9

. . 7 95.10.12 16:52:52 18.71 -104.19 20 59
and CAIG are Jocated at slmùar distances from the epi- 8 95.12.11 14:09:21 18.74 -105.48 9 6:3

center. Therefore, in the relative sense, the slow wave 9 95.12.11 19:11:41 18.77 -105.53 33 5.4
is stronger along the coast than along the continental 10 95.12.11 19:44:09 18.74 -105.51 33 6.0
path. (2) The slow wave was not recorded at PLIG Il 95.05.29 09:06:19 10.12 -103.96 10 5.1
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20 1961) report 3 km of sediments with a mean P-wave
velocity of 3.5 kmJs in the MAT near Guatemala. The
comparison shows that the inversions of the group ve-
locity curve of the dispersed wavetrain gives reasonable
values for the accretionary prism of MAT. Therefore,
this wavetrain can be interpreted as a trapped wave in
the channel formed by the low-velocity sediments of the
accretionary prism of the MAT.
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a) -105 -100 -95 Discussion and Conclusions
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""!ii!Ji._-:""fil;!;},!:", ZIIG 1 6 d 7 We have observed a surface wave propagating along

~5.PLIG, events 1,6, and 7 ,events , ,an th~ MAT in the low-velocity accretionary prism. A vi-

~ suaI analysis of seismograms shows that the attenua-
64 tion of this wave is lower than the attenuation of the
>.
."5 Rayleigh wave propagating along the coast in the con-j 3 tinental plate. This weak attenuation can be explained

§-2 by the geometry of the accretionary prism which forfis a
& low-velocity channel. The dispersed wavetrain is a wave

1. trapped in this channel. This observation is in agree-
b) Stack for the trench c) Stack for the ocean ment with Huang et al. (1995) who simulated wave
~5~ propagation in a 2D low-velocity channel and found a
64 lower attenuationfor waves trapped inside the channel.
.~ The observed surface waves trapped in a low-velocity~ 3. accretionary prism are similar to the basin waves in

~2 as much as the seismic energy is trapped in a superfi-
& cial low-velocity material in bath cases. On the other

{. 4 6 8 10 20 hand, this wave, which propagates in a 2D low-velocity
d) Period (s) e Period (s) channel, can be compared with the fault-zone trapped

Figure 2. Results of frequency-time analysis. (a) Map waves. Similar to observations of the fault-zone trapped
with locations of stations (triangles) and events used in waves, the waves trapped in the accretionary prism are
computing the period-group velocity (T-U) diagrams. excited efficiently by sources acting close to the low-
(b) and (c) Stacked (T-U) diagrams of Z-component velocity zone. ln Fig. 3, we present Z-component seis-
of events 1, 6, and 7 at PLIG and ZIIG. (d) Stacked mograms of four subduction events recorded at ZIIG
(T - U) diagram of Z-component of events 4 and 5 at

dCJIG, and events 8, 9, and 10 at CAIG and PNIG. and bandpasse between .03 ~d .~5 Hz. We note ~hat
Dashed line indicates the dispersion curve. (e) Stacked the. off~hore events 4 and 5 give rise to more efficIent
(T-U) diagram of Z- and horizontal components of event excItatIon of trapped waves than the coastal events 2
Il (located outside the map in Fig. 2a) at PNIG and and 3.
HUIG. For comparison, dashed line, from Fig. 2d and The waves trapped in the accretionary prism can be
~orresponding .to dispersion curve of the trapped wave used to infer the structure of the low-velocity channel.
ln the trench, IS also shawn. A ID inversion of the dispersion curve gives reasonable

PNIG and HUIG (Fig. 2e). Diagrams in Figs. 2d and 19 3 km/s 2.8-2 km/s
2e have similar features. They have very low velocities
at small periods. This leads us to conclude that the dis- 18
persed waves observed in the coastal seismograms from
coastal and offshore events correspond to propagation 1
along an oceanic path. However, a careful examina- .
tion shows that at periods around 15 s this wave has a 1

lower velocity (shown by dashed line in Figs. 2d and 1 event
2e) as compared to the wave propagating in the ocean aj -97 b) 80 14Time (~
far from the coast. A ID Monte-Carlo inversion of this
measured dispersion curve ( Shapiro et al., 1997) gives Figur~ 3. (a) Map with bathymetry and location

rfi .al 2 5 k h . k 1 . h S 1 . of statIon ZIIG and, events 2, 3, 4, and 5. (b) Z-
a supe CI . m t IC ayer Wlt a -wave ve ~Clty component seismograms recorded at ZIIG during events

of 1. 7 k~Js. K~stoglodo~ et al. (1996) ob~aIned 2, 3, 4, and 5. Gray line and shaded area show times
a 3km thICk accretlonory prism from the modelhng of corresponding to velocities of continental and trapped
the gravit y data in Guerrero, Mexico. Shor et al. ( Rayleigh waves.
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average values for the sediment thickness and S-wave waves observed at the southern Joshua Tree earthquake
velocity. However, such ID model is only a very rough rupture zone, Bull. Seism. Soc. Am., 84, 761-76:, 1994.

. t . Th h 1 td h b Huang, B.-S., Teng, T.-L., and Yeh, Y. T., Numencal mod-
approXlma Ion. e canne waves repor e ere, pro - 1. f " It t d t . B IIe mg 0 lau -zone rappe waves: acous lC case, u.
ably, cannot be explained by simple ID models used in Seism. Soc. Am., 85,1711-1717, 1995.
the studies of the fault-zone trapped waves. The results Igel, H., Ben-Zion, Y., and Leary, P. C., Simulation of. SH-
of 3D modelling could be useful in interpreting the ob- and P-SV-wave propagation in fault zones, Geophys. J.
servations in terms of an average 2D trench structure. Int., 128, 533-546, 1997.
1 th . d t . fi t . f th d . d . Kawase, H., and Aki, K., A study on the response of a

n any case, e 1 en 1 ca Ion 0 e lsperse wave- ft b . " . .d t S P d R 1 . h .th. . .. so asm lOf InCl en , , an ay elg waves Wl spe-
tram as channel wave along the accretlonary pnsm lS cial reference to the long duration observed in the Mexico
important when using coast al seismograms to contruct City, Bull. Seism. Soc. Am., 79, 1361-1382, 1989.
dispersion curves and in attempts to model the observed Kostoglodov, V., Bandy, W., Dominguez, J., and Mena,
waveforms. An immediate application of our observa- M., ?ravity and seismicity over the Guerrero seismic gap,
tion ma be the use of the trapped waves for a rough . Mexlco, Geophys. Res. Lett., 23, 3385-3388, 1996. . .

. .y . Ll, Y.-G., and Leary, P. C., Fault zone trapped selsmlC
discnmmatlon between off shore and on shore thrust waves, Bull. Seism. Soc. Am., 80, 1245-1271, 1990.
events. ln many cases this improves significantly the Li, Y.-G., and Vidale, J. E., Low-velocity fault-zone guided
earthquake location. waves: numerical investigation of trapping efficiency, Bull.

Seism. Soc. Am., 86, 371-378, 1996.
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